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The last update of December 18, 2020 Weeknights is wild. There are hobby meetings, sporting events, date nights, late-night business calls, children's bath time, premier tv shows (of course), and there's also... Dinner? Trying to cram into making a recipe, dining (let alone enjoying the meal) and cleaning the kitchen in less than an hour
always seemed like it would take some sort of divine intervention. Well, let me show you the power pressure cooker, aka the turning point. The power pressure pot makes the impossible possible. You can create a healthy and balanced meal in less than an hour from start to finish. Decadent dishes such as braised ribs or whole meals
such as salmon with potatoes and broccoli can also be enjoyed from start to finish with breezes in a week. Is there anything easier than throwing your whole meal in a pot and letting the pot do the job? I can't think of anything. It's like I've significantly updated the staple food already in the kitchen, the crockpot. Here are some of my favorite
recipes for the power pressure pot to dine on the table under pressure:1. Ramen soupFor those nights when all you need is a big hug, ramen is the perfect dish! With anti-inflammatory ingredients such as fresh ginger, garlic and spinach, this 20-minute soup is good for you in every way. This fast ramen is balanced with lean chicken
protein and boiled eggs, starches from noodles and a salty broth that makes you want more! To bump this recipe even more nutritionally, try doubling the carrot and spinach for greater vitamin potency.~ Check out the recipe here!2. 4 minutes salmon, broccoli and potatoesWhat could be better than a perfectly balanced meal in just 4
minutes? I can't think of anything! This wonderfully fatty fish blends so well with super food broccoli and potato starch that you won't believe it was made in such a short time! Salmon is a great source of Omega-3 fatty acids (aka fish oil) that helps our heart, skin, joints, GI tract and much more!~ Check out the recipe here!3. Hot GyrosA
beef wrapped around freshly made gyroscopes, toppings and even Tzatziki sauce, oh my! This recipe ranges from the refrigerator to the dish in less than an hour with only 15 minutes of preparation time! When creating Tzatziki sauce, be sure to take the simple Greek yogurt. This yogurt is naturally more proteiny, adding another nutritional
benefit to this great dish! You can also opt for a whole wheat pita to add some extra fiber too!~ Check out the recipe here!4. Prawn kettleThis recipe is perfect for summer nights at the beach, a classic recipe for of shrimp that you don't have to spend all day preparing! This recipe is fun finger food to the fullest! It is delicious, satisfying and
tastes best when served on a picnic table. To take this recipe to the next level, adjust the proportions of vegetables into proteins. Increasing corn and decreasing Amount of Andouille sausage, you can reduce total sodium and calories by increasing fiber and vitamins!~ Check out the recipe here!5. Mexican quinoaThe perfect meal with
fiber, protein and a lot of flavor! This is a vegetarian and meat-loving dream! Quinoa is the perfect replacement for white rice in this classic recipe while complimenting beans to create a protein-filled dish. Also the addition of all those vegetables creates a meal full of flavor. Complete this Mexican quinoa with fresh avocado to top it off
perfectly.~ Check out the recipe here!6. The MeinThis Lo Mein tramples on any aoted and avaro desire you have without the usual guilt! It is not very often, you can replace a sinful bowl of take-out with something so delicious and easy to prepare at home! Make this Lo Mein in less than 15 minutes from start to finish. It's faster than it
takes for the carrier to show up at the door!~ Check out the recipe here!7. Chicken Rotisserie All you know that the secret to cooking in batches is to have a whole chicken cooked for use in various ways during the week! This recipe makes rotisserie chicken more perfectly moist that can be used as it is, for tacos, soup and sandwiches all
week long! Tip: Keep your bones and scraps to make a fantastic chicken broth to have on hand! Cooking broth longer and at a lower temperature will create a delicious bone broth rich in vitamins, minerals and protein.~ Check out the recipe here!8. Chicken and lentil soupThis is the laziest soup around! Rich in protein, fiber and B
vitamins, this soup will meet all your cravings! Plus, it couldn't be easier for a rushed weekday meal, all you have to do is cut and let your power pressure pot do the job! In just 30 minutes, you'll have a warming soup that the whole family can enjoy!~ Check out the recipe here!9. Vegan bowls of Quinoa BurritoIs out there someone who
doesn't enjoy a good bowl of burrito? This vegetarian bowl is the perfect meal with an easily customizable pot! From vegans to meat lovers, everyone will enjoy this easy, fiber-rich bowl. Add as many toppings as you want to create a bowl of burrito that's as good as a restaurant bowl!~ Check out the recipe here!10. Rice and beansThe
classic rice and bean dish is a staple food for many reasons. It is full of perfectly complimented proteins, great texture and balanced toppings. Now you can create this balanced filling meal in less than an hour! Just pre-dip those beans! This perfectly seasoned meal and and balanced will make everyone fight for another bowl! ~ Check out
the recipe here!11. Summer quinoa salad Your fresh seasonal berries were made for this quick salad! Take this nutrient-dense salad to a party or serve it as a light summer dinner for everyone to ask for the recipe! Quinoa, fruits, vegetables and nuts create a dish that perfectly balanced with all food groups. You can finish this salad with
cooked chicken breast or leave it as it is to meet all needs!~ Check out the recipe here!12. Soup soupThis soup soup is fast and vegetarian, making it perfect for any week-long dinner! It is rich in vitamin C, antioxidants and vitamin A which makes it the perfect dinner for the whole family! Tip: Use whole grain noodles to increase the fiber
and B vitamins of this tasty dish!~ Check out the recipe here!13. Lemon garlic chickenFai your protein and side dish at the same time with tasty chicken that the whole family will love! In less than an hour, you can have a nice and balanced dish with vegetables and proteins. This flavored lemon garlic chicken will give you the protein and
excitement to spice up any dish!~ Check out the recipe here!14. FajitasQuick chicken, easy dishes and very few dirty ones are used to create these fajitas that will also rival your favorite Mexican restaurant! Feel free to complement them with everything you want, but be sure to include fresh avocado for an increase in vitamins and
minerals. Tip: If you like sour cream on your fajitas, opt for plain Greek yogurt which is higher in protein, lower in calories and just as tasty!~ Check out the recipe here!15. Coconut chicken curry A large bowl of coconut chicken curry on rice is what dreams are made of! This bright and tasty dish is full of lean vegetables and protein without
dryness! What can usually take a few hours, create this colorful dish in just 30 minutes with your power pressure cooker!~ Check out the recipe here!16. Cashew chickenThis classic affection can be on your plate in just 20 minutes, but you can pretend to have taken hours to create it when everyone asks for the recipe! You can double the
green pepper to increase the vegetables without sacrificing any flavor. Serve this classic on brown rice for extra fiber and minerals.~ Check out the recipe here!17. MeatloafMeatloaf was a staple of the menu from sliced bread, but there were never just 20 minutes to do! This recipe includes meatloaf and sides to create a dream with just
one pot. Perfect to serve after long weekdays, this dish is a comforting staple. And don't be fooled by the short cooking time, this meatloaf is the best of both worlds: it's juicy and quick to prepare!~ Check out the recipe here! Despite its apparent roots in the concept of crockpot, the meals of the potency pressure cooker are prone to being
much healthier. Without the need for fatty sauces to create flavor and prevent dryness, at power pressure uses water-generated heat to cook food. This leads to more flavor without dryness and overall leaner meals. The power pressure cooker is the answer for anyone looking for healthy, balanced meals with a crazy weekly schedule. He
can really do anything. You will not be disappointed and you will feel great after enjoying healthy, healthy, meals while easily juggling all the activities you like! Featured Photo Credit: Unsplash via unsplash.com Many manual work processes are becoming harder for frontline workers away from the office, according to a TrackVia report.
The COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting work-from-home orders have created gaps in work processes, according to a new report by TrackVia, the application creation platform. The report, WFH: Work Processes in Quarantine, shows that 62% of workers and 89% of IT staff said there were some manual work processes that they could
not perform from home offices. Processes cited by respondents, such as billing, logistics monitoring, security inspections, and common project management tasks, are often performed on spreadsheets. The front-line takeaway is that COVID has changed the way we work, but the big takeaway is the huge process gaps that exist in
organizations, said Charles Var, TrackVia's executive vice president of marketing. The second big takeaway is really around this growing movement of average businessmen who want to be able to solve their technological problems. SEE: TechRepublic Premium Toolkit The problem with workers is that many of the day-to-day tasks they
use to run their work are primarily manual in nature. Working from home means they can't rely on the office sneaker-net to do things. The report found that 71% of workers believe that the changing working environment has accelerated the need for their employers to adapt new technologies and solutions. Many larger organizations have
digitized the main functions of their operations... but there is an entire underlying layer that is managed at departmental level, which is still run on spreadsheets or pieces of paper, Var said. As soon as COVID hit, all those secondary-level processes stopped. Examples of manual processes abound, var said. At GE, resonance technicians
are used in a single spreadsheet to track machine maintenance. When the spreadsheet got lost, they had to recreate it from scratch. When putting together a special production series for a customer, outdoor clothing company NorthFace had to use 32 spreadsheets to create the workflows and product processes that were then loaded into
the ERP system for production. There's a lot of good data about work from home, but what I think is more interesting is the data around people and paper processes, called the Var. And what you assume is that they're digitized and they're not. These data reveal that many companies will push this to the forefront of the list. SEE: Virtual
hiring tips for job seekers and recruiters (free PDF) (TechRepublic) According to the report, 61% of workers said that if they had the tools available, they would create applications to manage business activities, reflecting a new sense of empowerment felt by employees. More than half (58%) workers and 82% of IT feels entitled to face
technological challenges they have faced since COVID-19. At ohio's AAA, IOC Rob Zahn said digitizing low-level office processes such as automatic parts bills for its garages has taken on a new urgency since the pandemic sent most employees home. Based on the growing popularity of low-code and no-code platforms, Var said this
trend will likely continue beyond current conditions. The report also found that 59% of IT and 40% of workers said inability to travel to other locations is hampering their ability to complete tasks. More than half of workers (52%) I think IT is best suited to choose the software they use to do their job. 87% of IT people believe their companies
should do more to enable employees to work more creatively. 94% of IT people said it's their role to help employees work better and smarter. 73% of workers said their company is now more open to allowing employees to work more creatively. 69% of workers said covid-19 had a negative impact on their ability to work. About the May
2020 survey, TrackVia interviewed 200 IT professionals and 200 professionals. This blind survey was completed online and the responses were random, voluntary and anonymous. If you can only read one technological story a day, that's it. Delivered on weekdays Sign up today See also
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